
DMXDBL

Constant impedance DMX 1 audio balanced twisted
pair cable with small diameter flexible flame
resistant PVC overall jacket.

Description

Constant impedance DMX 1 audio balanced twisted pair (2 x 0,25 mm2) cable with small diameter flexible flame resistant PVC overall

Jacket. Dark blue color.

DMX cables are especially designed to connect lighting mixers using DMX data transmission to any device using this protocol (colour

changer, scanner). Cables are made in conformity with the DMX512 standard featuring a 120 Ohm nominal impedance. Thanks to

their small overall diameter, it is possible to use these cables also with XLR low profi le connectors. They can also be used for

standard audio connections with excellent results regarding the transmission and purity of the signal.

Technical Specifications DMXDBL
	

Application fields: Standard DMX connections / Light/colour changer scanner connections / Audio connections - Indoor use and fixed

installation	

Conductors: Flexible electrolytic bare copper - 24 AWG = 14 x 0.15 mm (0.25 mm2) - Complying with IEC 228 Class 5 regulations	

Insulation: Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) Ø 1.80 mm red/natural	

Shield: PET foil 100% / Electrolytic tinned copper braid, optical coverage ? 90 %	

Jacket: TM2 PVC complies with EN 50363-4-1 standard, fire-retardant, hardness : ( 67± 2 ) Sh-A	

Cable assembly: The two cores are twisted together with tow XLPE fillers, taped with PET tape + electrolytic tinned flexible drain-wire	

Colors: Black (DMXD) - Dark Blue (DMXDBL)	

Electrical resistance: ? 78 Ohm/Km (conductor) @ 20°C / 15 Ohm/Km (shield) @ 20°C	

Electrical capacitance: 45 ± 5 pF/m (conductor/conductor) @ 1 KHz / 100 pF/m (conductor/shield) @ 1 KHz	

Nominal impedance: 120 Ohm	

Operating temperature: -20°C / +70°C (@ fixed installation )	

Working tension:	

	

	

Weight: 38 Kg/Km	

Minumum bending radius: ? 8 x D (@ fixed installation)	

Printing on teh cable: >>> PROEL DMX CABLE 120 Ohm - DMXD - CE - made in Italy - www.proel.com >>>	



Standard reference: Low Voltage European Directive No. 2014/35/EU	

Packaging: 100 m carton reel


